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Commencement
slated for May 4
Holland Stadium
I

The 121st hope College
gradusting class, numbering 476
seniors, will recieve degrees during commencement exercise
Sunday, May 4 beginning at 3
p.m. at the Holland Municipal
Stadium. Baccalaureate will be
held eailer that day, at 11 am in
Dimnet Memorial Chapel.
Jack Ridl, associate professor
of English, will deliver the commencement address. Giving the
baccalaureate sermon will be the
Rev. Rudy Kuyten, a Reformed
Church missionary. A Doctor of
Humane Letters, honary
degrees, will be presented to
Elaine Boynton Bosch, a 1941
graduate of Hope and Dr. Donald
Bosch at the commencement
ceremony, both served in mission schools and hospitals in
Kuwait, Muscat, and Bahrain.
Mrs. Bosch earned a master's
degree in religious education
from Union Biblical Seminary.
She most recently taught English
to the personnel at Khoula
Hospital in Oman. Her husband,
Donald, holds his college and
medical degrees from the State
Universtiy of Iowa and served in
the medical corps during World
War II. Until his retirement in
1984, he held the post of chief
medical officer at Khoula
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Hospital. Mr. Bosch was also
honored in 1972 as the first
American to ever receive the
Order of Oman from the Sultan.
Ridl joined the Hope faculty in
1971. He holds his bachelor's
degree and master's degree of
education from Westminster College. He is a published poet and
essayist with his works appearing in such magazines as
Southern Poetry Review, Three
Rivers Poetry Journal, Yankee,
and Poetry Now. Ridl's first
volume of poems. The Same
Ghost, w a s p u b l i s h e d in
December 1984 and received
outstanding reviews from many
critics. In 1975, he was named
Hope's Outstanding ProfessorEducator by the senior class.
Born in the Netherlands,
Kuyten is a graduate of Calvin
College (1956) and Western
Theological Seminary (1959). He
has been a missionary in Japan
for 26 y e a r s , doing city
evangelism through coffee
shops.
In the event of rain, commencement will be held at the
Holland Civic Center. Admissions to baccalaureate, and commencement if indoors, is by
ticket only.
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Howdy.

\

With these words, I'm typing the last official editorial you'll see
of mine in the Anchor. Some of you may be upset by this, quite a
few probably very happy, and even more, in all likelihood,
couldn't care less. Whichever it is, that's okay with me.
Been a fun year and a half, and I have a whole bunch of people to
thank, but no where near room enough for it, so I'll hit on a particular few and hope the others will understand their omission.
First and foremost there's Phil Tanis, who let me get involved
four semesters ago. Greg Olgers gets a thank you too, cuz he
stuck m e with this job when he resigned and then stood by m e
while I screwed up, never hesitating to comment but never being
cruel, either.
Dirk Jellema, Doc Ridl, Charles Huttar, Wayne Boulton and
Neal Sobania have all been invaluable resources of information
and constructive criticism and support, for which they deserve
thanks.
Sue Langjans, for putting up with my frequent visits into her office. Bruce Johnston, Sara Schmidt, Dean Dirkse, Dr. Nyenhuis
and Dr. Van Wylen, also for their support and help in getting information that would otherwise be unavailable or unstealabie,
whichever it c a m e down to. Special thanks to Tom Renner and
College Relations for providing press releases as quickly as possible.

I suppose I can thank Lou. He's an okay klnda guy, and since
he's got the job for next year, he'll need all the nlcenesses he can
get.
Every editor, typist, proofreader, layout assistant, ad or
business manager that's ever worked with me. Without your bringing the material in, there wouldn't be an Anchor to run, and
that would be a bad thing.
There are more, of course, but this is already maudlin enough
without my going on any further, and so I'll toddle off to my word
processor to write my way into, hopefully, fame and fortune (I
will be around next year, scribbling away, so don't go getting happy cuz I'm totally gone.
I'm just partially gone (make of that statement what you will, cuz
I'm gonna shut up before I dig myself in any deeper)).
Before I do go, though, I'd like to leave one parting injunction to
Hope College as a whole:
Don't quit thinking. You can seem pretty dead at times, and
swallow up some pretty controversial issues with nary a burp to
signal its passing, and that's kinda frightening. Go after things
that bother you. Let people know when something ain't kosher.
And, failing that, don't complain when nothing gets done about it.
That's all, I suppose. Time to go travelling. Have a life, Hope
College.

Okay Scotty. Let's get the hell outta here.
Kirk Kraetzer,
lame-duck co-editor
and mostly retired muckraker
trouble maker and pot
stirrer-upper.

The following letter deals with
a topic that should greatly concern Hope students. Just the
other day, I was wondering how I
would feel about substituting my
notebook and ball point pen for a
M-16 rifle. Replacing my ripped
jeans, my stylish rugby shirt,
and Nike sneakers for combat
fatigues and black army boots.
Published w e e k l y i h r o u g h o u f the Hope College
»chool yeor, except d u r i n g e x o m p e r i o d i e n d college
v e c o f i o n i , by end l o r the students of Hope College.
Holland, M i c h i g a n , under the a u t h o r i t y of the Student
Communications M e d i a
C o m m i t t e e . Subscription
price: $12 per yeor ( w h a t a deal).
Office located on the first level of the DeWitt Center,
bock in a corner of the Student O f f i c e A r e a .
Telephone 394-6570
The opinions on this page a r e not necessarily those of
m e student body, faculty, or a d m i n i s t r a t i o n of Hope
College.
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Co'Editors
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Letters to the Editor
Then visualized the serene,
sheltered life of Hope College being replaced by the turbulent and
violent atmosphere of Libya.
After listening to Mt. Reagan's
speech proceeding the air bombing on Libya I sat and tried to interpret what our president was
trying to say. His speech was full
of carefully placed words and
pro-American ideas supporting
the bombing of Libyan teritory.
He didn't state the possible,
negative effects of such an incidence. It seemed the whole
speech was structured and
geared to coincide with the
politics of our nation instead of
its people.
Ironically, it seemed convenient to place portraits of Mr.
Reagan's family on each side of
him, as was seen when the
cameras pulled back at the end
of his speech to reveal this wellplaced and noticeable scene. The
whole speech and the family portraits seemed too ideal in
representing what the American
beliefs and too realistic in
presenting well-planned propoganda.
War is not the ideal picture of a
family scene as observed in Mr.
Reagan's speech. And Mr.
Reagan's idea of patriotism and
pro-Americanism does not coincide with our own beliefs on being a patriot or an American. According to our government, as in
i» i f »
•|»ii

previous years, being devoted to
America involves going to war
for one's country. It involves the
separation, isolation, death, and
unknown agony of a family. It is
body counts being watched on the
6:00 o'clock news as bodies are
piled in fish nets and picked up
by cranes for loading and shipment back to the United States
while each parent wonders if this
is how their son is coming home.
It's having those Americans who
have come back to their homes to
re-establish their lives after watching babies and adults being
blown apart or after having lost
one of thier limbs or their
eyesight watching the destruction of an entire society. But even
worse of all, coming back to
one's own homeland to be rej e c t e d by s o m e of those
Americans for whom you were
willing to sacrifice your life.
Again, I ask is this Mr.
Reagan's belief of what it is to be
an American? So before we let
our government and Mr. Reagan
decide our future and place in his
hands our lives, let us remember
that we are a big part of America
whether Mr. Reagan accounts
for this, or not. Stand up for what
you believe to be true and not
what you hear through propaganda.
Just realize what is facing
Anerica now (Nicaruaga, as well
as Libya) and what is facing our

t • M '# i f

generation. Accept the fact that
the pressing issue now could
make "us" represent America
rather than the politicians and

military officials we hear from
e v e r y d a y .

The Apartheid debate has been a
hot one and a good one at Hope
for the past few years. There are
many sides which can be taken
and hostitlity may arise over
what may seem as apathy from
one student or the over doing it of
another. However, we all share
one common view- that Apartheid is not worthy of man. As
students we are in a unique position to back some of our words
with action as Hope has sponsored three South African
scholarships for the next three
years.
At the end of this
s e m e s t e r , all o n - c a m p u s
students will have the opportunity to give up their key deposits
with the proceeds going to this

scholarship fund. As you hand in
your keys, your head resident
will simply ask if you would like
one or both of your deposits going
toward this fund. It's as easy as
that. So if all of the sudden you
remember that hall mate who is
always talking about social injustice, now is the time to remind
him-her of this unique opportunity to do something about it. This
small gift is a good reminder to
all of us of how lucky we are to be
in college. And what better way
to enter the summer than knowing you have done your part to
give someone else that same
chance. Thanks for your support. Your President
and 'Big
Toe' DaveBrat v

Kraig Peterson

| Flying Horseshoe Ranch
•
has
I Horseback Riding 7 Days a Week 10 till 6.
|
Group Rates Available
Sunrise & Sunset rides also
i
i

For more information or reservations call

MWdlsville

795-7119 _
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'86 Honor Students Announced
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At 11 a.m. on the 24th day of
April, the 1986 Honors Convocation started. These are the people who were honored for their
achievements both this year and
for their entire academic career.
The Departmental Prizes are
as follows:
Art: John Saurer, The Herrel
George T h o m a s M e m o r i a l
Scholarship.
Priscilla Cohan,
The Holland Area Arts Council
Scholarship.
Andy Richards,
The Stanley Harrington Art
Scholarship, and the Art Department Purchase Award went to
Stacey Purcell-Keshavarzi and
Gwen Griffin.
Athletics and P h y s i c a l
Education:
Blaine Newhouse
and Pete Tilden, the Miner
Stegenga Award; Annette Van
Engen, the Alvin W. Vanderbush
Student Athlete Award; Lisa Van
Appledorn, the Susie Allie
Physical Education Award;
Karen Gingras-Hoekstra, the
K a t h l e e n Ann W h i t e '76
Memorial Scholarship.
Biology:
Geraldine
Fedorowicz and Toni-Jo Sturm,
the Biology Book Award.
Chemistry: Toni-Jo Sturm, the
F r e s h m a n Chemistry Book
Award; Michael Kort, the
Cupery Student R e s e a r c h
Fellowship; Lori Pederson, the
Sophomore Book Award to the
Outstanding Student in Organic
Chemistry; Paul Deck and
Erlund Larson, the Junior
Chemistry Journal Award.
Communication:
Laurey
Ellertson and Chris Peterson, the
A.A. Raven Prize in Communication; Sarah Eberhard and Beth
Lindquist, the J . Ackerman Coles
Award for Scholarship in Communication Studies; Daniel
Vandenberg, the State Bar of
Michigan Scholarship.
Computer Science:
Aaron
Pugh and Steve Paulson, the
Russell J . Kraay Award in Computer Science.
E c o n o m i c s and Business
Administration:
Mark Vandahm, the Wall Street Journal
Award; Michael Percy, the
Award for Outstanding Accounting Student; the Baker Scholars
had not been announced at the
time of this writing.
Education: Craig Kingma and

Pam Ourada, the Elizabeth
Vanderbush Scholarship.
English: Todd Van Grouw, the
William E e r d m a n s P o e t r y
P r i z e ; Reka J e l l e m a , the
William Eerdmans Prose Prize;
Liz Sands, the George Birkhoff
English Prize.
F o r e i g n L a n g u a g e s and
Literatures: Rebecca Hughes,
the Delta Phi Alpha Book Prize;
Amy Huisken, the Eta Sigma Phi
Book Prize; Nancy Mulder, the
Edward J. Wolters Classics
Award.
Geology: David Dryer, the Ancient Mystic Order of the
Trilobite Award; David Hartt,
the Reinking Memorial Scholarship; Randall Schregardus, the
Tulip City Gem and Mineral Club
Award; Michele Perzee, the
Michael Visscher Memorial
Book Award.
History: Susan Buttrey and
Martha Camp, the Phi Alpha
Theta Freshman Book Award;
Rick Flynn, Barb Gras and Blaque Hough, the Phi Alpha Theta
Sophomore Book Award; Kaarli
Bergman, the Robert L. Melka
Memorial Award; Barb Good,
the Metta J. Ross History Prize.
Mathematics:
Curt
Blankespoor, Deb Doeden,
Patrick Glennon, Paul Harper
and Paul Kominsky; the John H,
Kleinheksel Mathematics
Award.
Music:
Peggy harvey, the
Claryce Rozeboon Memorial
Scholarship in Organ; Tim
J a r z e m b o w s k i , the Donald
Weener M e m o r i a l A w a r d ;
Angela C a r e y , the G r a c e
marguerite Browning Scholarship in Voice; Kim Platte, the
Robert W. Cavenaugh Scholarship in Voice; Carrie Terpstra,
the Junior-Senior Instrumental
Scholarship; Lynette Tuggy, the
Junior-Senior Scholarship in
Piano; Lori Canfield, the Delta
Omlcron Scholarship (Alpha Chi
Chapter).
Fftilosophy: Theresa McPhers j n . The J u n i o r Prize in
Philosophy; Daniel Vermeer,
The Charles E. Lake Memorial
Prize in Ancient Philosophy; Jeff
Bacon, the Charles E. Lake Prize
in Modern Philosophy.
Physics: Steve Gortsema and
Carl Gelderloos. the General

CONCERNED ABOUT
PREGNANCY?
BIRTH CONTROL?
VENEREAL DISEASE?
CALL EXTENSION2362-ASK FOR SHARON
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
HOPE COLLEGE HEALTH CLINIC

Physics Book Awaras.
Political Science: Dan Stid,
the Margaret Otte DeVelder
Prize.
Psychology: Steve Stroessner,
the Christopher James Stringer
Memorial Award.
Religion: Chris Corbett, the
Religion Scholarship Award;
Carole DeJonge, Steve
Driesenga, John Gardner, Beth
Richards, Lisa Simone, Andrea
Uncapher, Scott VanderStoep
and Larry Wagenaar: Van Ess
Scholarship Awards.
Theatre:
Maria Westerhoff
and Catherine Light, the Theatre
Department Freshman Award;
Tom Boelman and Barry Weller,
the T h e a t r e D e p a r t m e n t
Sophomore Award.
Dean of Students:
Laurey
Ellertson, the Peter Bol Award.
Hope College Athletic Blanket
Awards: Elyse Allen, Rob Appell, Walter Avis, Beth
Beachum, Gerald Bockstanz,
Tom Bylsma, Sue DeSanctis,
Gary Dozeman, Lynn Eickhoff,
P a t r i c i a G a f f n e y , Scott
Gelander, John Groeneveld, Tim
Hansen, David Harrold, Matt
Hester, Deb Heydenburg, Karen
Hoekstra, Connie Kramer, Steve
Majerle, Blaine Newhouse, Mike
Percy, Paula Recknagel, Kris
Schlndler, Paula Smith, Annette
Van Engen and Dirk Ver Meulen.
Post Jewelry Chapel Choir
Awards: Patricia Callam, Tom
Dammer, John Delgar, Kim
Heller, Karen Saenger, Kim
Waldorf and Lannette Zylman.
Members Elected to Mortar
Board, Spring, 1986: Betsy Andree, Konstadina Aralles, Heidi
Baehr, Kim Baxter, Rhonda
Bean, Doug Beck, Jenlse Brown,
Lori Canfield, Tim Chase, Janice
Day, Mike Dick, S a r a h
Eberhard, Beth French, Scott
Gibson, Barb
Good, Betsy Huttar, Sandy Judson, Krlsten Klaaren, Susan
Koetsler, Kevin Large, Chris
Larrabee, Craig McCleary, John
McElwee, Greg Olgers, Pam
Ourada, Mark Rector, Kevin
Shoemaker, Esther Shumaker,
Phil Tanls, Beth VanArk, Todd
VerBeek, K a t i e V i e r k o r n ,
Margery Vos, Jill Vredevelt, Ann
Westerbeke.

Dean's Award: Doug Holm.
The Senior Awards are
All Campus Awards: Donna de
Forest, Southland Medal, Annette Van Engen, the John
Schouten Award; Blaine
Newhouse, the Otto Vander
Velde All-Campus Award.
Art: Cindy Abel, the Herman
Miller Art Award.
Biology: Karen Wuertz, the
Patterson Memorial Prize in
Biology.
Chemistry: Keith De Vries,
the Almon T. Godfrey Prize;
Robert Petrovich and Tim Stik,
the E.I. duPont Award for
Research in Chemistry; Jane
Vanderploeg, the Michigan Institute of Chemists Award.
Computer Science:
Greg
Saathoff, the Boundy Computer
Science Award; Lee Veldhoff,
the Computer Science Senior
Prize.
Economics and Business
Administration: Sybil Babinski
and Craig Herman, the Allan C.
Kinney Memorial Award.
Education: Dawna Dzledzlc,
the Marguerite E. Klnkema
Special Education Award; Mark
Rudat and Jill Van De Veen, the
E g b e r t Winter Education
Awards.
English: Linda Davis, the Sandrene Schutt Award for Proflclency In Literature.
Foreign Languages: Donna de
Forest, the Marguerite Prlns
French Award; Shelley Wleland,
the Linda D. Palmer Memorial
Award In French; Martha
Vander Kolk, the Laura Alice
Boyd Memorial Award In German; Monlka Morse, the Barbara E. Geetlng Memorial
Award In G e r m a n ; Linda
Mueller, the Martin N. Ralph
Memorial Award In Spanish.
History: Doug Holm, the Ray
De Young History Prize; Deb
Stevens, the Miles Award In Law.
Mathematics: Amy Huisken,
the Albert E. L a m p e n
Mathematics Prize.
Music:
Sara De Roo, the
Robert W. Cavenaugh Senior
Music Award.
Nursing: Mary Weber, the
Miriam Joyce Van Eyl Award.
Philosophy: Dave McWatter,
the Charles E. Lake Memorial
Prize in Philosophy.

Hope gets $ 10,000 grant

Physical Education: Patricia
Gaffney, Tom Vander Klay and
Cynthia Stannard; the William
andMable Vanderbilt, Sr., Family Award.
Physics:
Fran Deck, the
DouweB. Yntema Prize.
Political Science: Paul Bolt,
the James Dyke van Putten
Political Science Prize.
Psychology-Sociology:
Margaret Hallacy and Doug
Maple, the Jeanette Gustafson
Memorial Gift.
Religion: Willard Jewson, the
Pietenpol Prize; Phil Fishman,
the Senior Biblical First Prize;
Scott Peterson, the Senior
Biblical
Second Prize; Paul Johnson, the
Sloan-Stegman Mission Prize;
Blaine Newhouse and Dan
Griswold, the John Richard
VanderWilt A w a r d ; Stacy
Minger, the American Bible
Society Book Award.
Theatre: Jane Voortman, the
Theatre Department Senior
Prize.
Senior Sigma XI Awards In
Biology: David Burdette, Lisa
Evers, Blair Hough, Sean O'Connor, Tim Schafer, and Karen
Wuertz.
Senior Sigma XI Awards In
Chemistry: Rob Appell, John
Buchanan, Keith DeVrles, Matt
Hester, Carolyn Koester, David
Mascottl, Rob Petrovich, Tim
Stuk, Jane Vanderploeg and
Mike Wedlock.
Senior Sigma Xi Awards In
Physics: Brett Bouma, Andrew
Cummins, Fran Deck, Matt
Honkanen, Gary Reynolds,
Shawn Tllstra and Morgan
Young.
Members elected to Phi Beta
Kappa, Spring, 1986: Ramin
Ahmadl, Sybil Babinski, Paul
Bolt, Anne Boonstra, David
Burdette, Mellnda Campbell, Andrew Cummins, Linda Davis,
Donna de Forest, Keith De Vrles,
Michelle Downey, Phil Fishman,'
Ann Griep, Michelle Harder,
Karen Henderlong, Sue Hendrlckson, Karen Hoekstra, Doug
Holm, Matt Honkanen, Amy
Huisken, Paul Johnson, Christine
Keener, Kevin Kossen, Ann
Lootens, Dave McWatters,
Robert Petrovich, Gary
Reynolds, Tim Stuk, Alan Supp,
Ross Sweetman, Jennifer Ten
Have, Jane Vanderploeg, Amy
Van Es, Sarah Van Wingen, Emily Van Wylen, Lee Veldhoff,
Suzanne Waters, Dirk
Weeldreyer and Karen Wuertz.

for Chemistry, Math, Physics
Hope has received a $10000
renewal grant from the Shell
U n d e r g r a d u a t e G r a n t in
Chemistry, Mathematics, and
Physics for the 1986-87 school
year.
Hope has been the recipient of
this grant every year since the
Shell Undergraduate Grant in
Chemistry, Mathematics and
Physics program went into effect
six years ago.
In the past, this discretionary

fund has been used for various
projects such as providing summer stipends for students and
faculty conducting research and
for purchasing research equipment.
4
A grant such as this is very
valuable to a college like Hope
becuase it will allow us to go
beyond our normal resources to
achieve special excellence in
research,' said Dr. Irwin Brink,
dean of the natural sciences.

i)
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With 970 ballots cast, approximatly 40 percent of the Hope student body elected next year's
Student Congress officers last
Tuesday.
The new President is Mark
McDowell, with 408 votes, or 42.4
percent. David Maconi took 306
votes (31.8 percent). Amy Ellis
received 145 (15.1) and Kraig
Pederson took 104 votes, or 10.8
percent.
Forrest Hoover was elected to
the position of First Vice President with 679 votes cast for a
total of 74.3 percent of the ballot.

-•*

Jeff Harden, the only other candidate for the position, took 25.7
percent of the vote with 235
ballots cast.
Scott Carpenter, in a landslide
of a victory, took 85.9 percent of
the vote with 789 ballots cast to
secure the position of Second
Vice P r e s i d e n t .
Rianna
VandeVusse took 130 votes for
14.1 percent of the total.
All three men will serve for a
full year on the governing body.
Regular campus representatives
will be chosen in elections to be
held in the fall of the coming
academic year.

April 2 3 , 1 9 8 6

August Seminars will feature a
variety of grad work courses
Want to earn one or two hours of
This course will use the HRST
credit within a short time? In- production of Spokesong, along
terested in taking a humanities with another play, a contemcouree but having trouble fitting porary novel, selected short ficone into your semester schedule? tion, and poetry ranging from
Or are you a 1986 graduate who Yeats to Heaney as means of exwill be in Holland this summer ploring the cultural basis of conand finds the idea of a headstart
flict in Northern Ireland.
on post-baccalaureate study inWhether viewed as between
triguing?
Catholics and P r o t e s t a n t s ,
These are all good reasons to Unionists and Nationalists, or
e n r o l l in H o p e ' s A u g u s t
Irish and the British, this conSeminars, a special, week-long flict, says Curry, "is fertile
academic session which will run
ground for examining human
9 a.m. to 12:15 p.m , Monday nobility and baseness, generosity
Aug. 4- Friday Aug. 8, just one
and meanness, courage and fear,
week after the regular summer
t h e m e s c o m m o n to m o s t
session ends.
literature."
Now in their ninth year,
The course has been designed
August Seminars offer Hope
to help enrollees become better
students the advantages of a coninformed and more keenly aware
centrated format, credit-hour
of the nature of the conflict in
options (audit, one or two hours
Northern Ireland as it affects inundergraduate credit, or one
dividual human characters, "in
hour graduate credit) and the opcontrast to the generally imperportunity to participate in
sonal reactions resulting from
discussion-centered classes
news reports which are often inalong with Holland-area adults.
sensitive and inaccurate," Curry
This year's August Seminars
notes.
include two English courses, two
Curry brings to the course inhistory courses and a theatre
sights gained from being in Norcourse.
Classes run
thern Ireland for the past two
simultaneously in the airsummers, when he investigated
conditioned P e a l e Science
the workings of the Irish
Center.
The courses are
Republican Army and the Sinn
available for audit, one hour of
Fein party.
undergraduate credit or one hour
People who want to improve
of graduate credit for a fee of
their writing skills or learn new
$105,
or for two hours of
approaches to teaching writing
undergraduate credit at $210.
will be interested in David
George Ralph, professor of
James' seminar, "Writing the
theatre, will teach "Traditions in
Personal Essay." James, a
Classical Theatre: East and
former faculty member in
West." Source material for the
Hope's English department and
course will be a combination of
now an English-theatre teacher
plays read and attendance at
at Holland High School, will use
selected productions of the Hope
the essays of writers E. B. White,
Summer Repertory Theatre.
Andy Rooney, Erma Bombeck
Three traditions in Western
and others, along with discustheatre will be examined: the
sions and workshop techniques,
satiric comic tradition, from
to help students shape engaging
Aristophanes to Gilbert and
essays of their own.
Sullivan (HSRT production,
James, a published essayist,
H.M.S. Pinafore);the farcicalhas developed and taught writing
romantic comic tradition, from
workshops.
the Romans to Shakespeare
One of America's greatest
(HSRT production The Merry
writers will be the focus of "The
Wives of Windsor); and the
Worlds of Mark Twain," taught
tragic tradition, from the Greeks
by P r o f e s s o r - E m e r i t u s of
to the modern period. In addiEnglish John H o l l e n b a c h .
tion, the aristocratic tradition ofEnrollees will read fiction and
Japanese Bugaku and Noh
essays to discover Twain's
theatre, and the plebian tradition
reflections on politics, business.
of Japanese Bunraki and Kabuki
theatre will be investigated
through reading, lecture and
video viewing.
According to Ralph, who has
observed Oriental theatrical I
styles while visiting Japan a n d 1
1
I
developedd a Hope College
course on Asian theatre, t h e ' Dr. Arthur Jentz, professor of !
seminar will also point to some I philosophy at Hope recently at- 1
f u n d a m e n t a l c u l t u r a l d i M tended the annual meeting of the 1
ferences: metamorphosis and I American Academy of Religion, 1
adaptation of the traditions in the | Upper Midwest Region, in-St. •
West against preservation of thei Paul, Minn.
I
tradition in Japan.
Dr. Jentz was invited to pre- I
Another course with a tie toi sent his paper, ignorance and I
this summer's Hope Summer • R e l e a s e m e n t :
P l a t o , St. I
Repertory Theatre will be Pro-, Augustine, Heidegger, Tillich'. |
fessor of History Earl Curry's! The paper developed a theme |
'Plays, Fiction, Poetry &! linking theory of knowledge, on- |
Historical Themes: The Conflict! fology, and ethical foundations, •
m Northern Ireland."
• in a Christian context.

Art Jentz in
action

women, heaven and hell, and
other cultures.
Twain has been one of Hollenbach's special interests for many
years. He describes this writer
as "gregarious, a d v e n t u r e s o m e ,
reflective and emotional," and
says that Twain is especially appealing because he was involved
in the total life and p r o b l e m s of
his time.
For this reason,
Twain's writings offer insights
into U.S. social, p o l i t i c a l ,
economic and religious history,
as well as evidences of a creative
genius at work with words.
Of timely significance this
summer as the 100th a n n i v e r s a r y
of the Statue of Liberty is observed is Professor-Emeritus of
History Paul Fried's s e m i n a r ,
"The I m p a c t of the
Second World War: Displaced
Persons, Refugees and Immigrants as Seen from the Statue
of Liberty."
Fried is an authority on the eff e c t s of H i t l e r ' s N a t i o n a l
Socialism and is himself an immigrant who came to A m e r i c a
from Europe in 1940, in e f f e c t a
stateless person after imprisonment in a Nazi jail in A u s t r i a . He
has designed his seminar to provide a broad look at the experiences of people of many na
tions throughout history who
have sought or been assigned to
new homelands, but he will con
centrate in particular on the
displacements which took place
during the years 1935-1985 and on
U.S. actions during this period.
"The impact of two worlds
wars, the rise of dictatorships
and the dismemberment of
former colonial empires combined in this most recent halfcentury to create problems of unprecedented dimensions for both
individuals and governments,"
Fried notes. He plans to invite
several immigrants and refugees
to his seminar to complement the
lecture-discussion format.
A pamphlet and further inf o r m a t i o n on all A u g u s t
Seminars are available from the
Registrars Office.
At the regional Phi Alpha
Theta conference held at Adrian
College on April 12, Hope senior
Dave Hoff read his paper on 'The
Debate over Indian Removal
Policy in the m o ' s / The paper
discussed competing views as
America tried to develop a new
policy on Indians in light of the
frontier moving westward.
Dave's scholarly work originated
in Professor Cohen's History
Seminar in Fall of 1985. An
earlier version of his paper was
read at the Arts and Humanities
Colloquim at Hope.
Seven Michigan academic institutions were represented at
the conference. Phi Alpha Theta
is the national history honorary
society. The Hope chapter currently numbers 25 members.
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Ford Motors offers special
financing for graduates
" "' * * 5 i 1
'
^
Ford Motor
Company has announced a $400
cash allowance and Ford Credit
has announced a special financing plan for qualified individuals
under the 1986 Ford College
Graduate Purcahse Program.
Under the p r o g r a m ,
graduating college seniors, advanced degree recipients and
nursing school graduates with a
state RN license are eligible for a
special vehicle purchase or lease
opportunity from particiapting
Ford and Lincoln-Mercury
dealers.
The program consists of certificate for a $400 allowance,
when a purchase or lease is made
from a participating Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer, and a
cerificate from Ford Credit for
special financing. Graduation
degrees or state RN licensure for
eligible individuals must occur
between October 1, 1985 and

GOOD

LUCK

September 30,1986.
"We realize that teh purcahse
of a new vehicle may be difficult
at a time when you're beginning
your new career," Ford management officials wrote the students.
"So Ford Motor Company would
like to offer you assistance"
(with the College Graduate Purcahse Program).
Letters are being amiled to
more than one million students,
while more than 2,300 colleges,
universities and nursing schools
are receiving infroamtion kits on
the program. Since only recipientx with the purchase allowance
and finace plan certificates in
ther names are eligible, those
who were not included in the intial meeting should contact local
Ford or Lincoln-Mercury delaers
or Program Headquaters for information on how to qualify.
The eligible vehicles include
those normally appealing most to

Professors receive grant
for work in physics

the lifestyles of new graduates1986 Ford models of Escort, Tempo, M u s t a n g , T h u n d e r b i r d ,
Ranger, Aerostar, Bronco II, and
F-150-250 series trucks, along
with 1986 Mercury models of
Topaz, Capri, Cougar and Lynx.
The credit available ranges form
$8,000 for Escort and Lynx to
$13,500 for a Thunderbird or
Bronco II, and no down payment
is required if the amount financed is within the amount established for the vehicle chosen.
In order to take advantage of
Ford's new and unique offer,
students must take their certificates to participating Ford
d e a l e r s , w h e r e t h e $400
allowance can be used either as a
down payment or result in a
direct reimbursement for Ford
after the purchase.
Eligible
vehicles can be selected from
dealer inventories until August
31, 1986, but production orders
must be placed by June 1.

Forest Service, U3.D. A.

titled 'Light Particle Emission in
Heavy Ion Reactions', also over
a two-year period. This grant
will be directed toward summer
stipends for DeYoung and two
students as well as travel
a l l o w a n c e s to n a t i o n a l
laboratories for their research
interests.
Rouze, assistant professor of
physics, joined the Hope faculty
in 1985, is a graduate of Hastings
College and was conferred a doctorate from the University of
Washington.
DeYoung, assistant professor
of physics, is a 1977 Hope
graduate and earned his doctorate from Notre Dame University. He Joined the college faculty in 1985 also.

Philosophy seminar

for book publication

centers on Tillich

The Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company of Reading, Mass. has
announced the publication of a
new textbook. Modern Experimental Biochemistry
authored by Dr. Rodney F.
Boyer, professor of chemistry at
Hope.
The textbook is designed for
use in biochemistry laboratory
courses taught in most colleges
and universities.
A unique feature of this book is
its division into two parts. The
first part. Theory and Exp e r i m e n t a l T e c h n i q u e , introduces students to the basic
theory and practical use of

biochemical laboratory techniques while the second presents 26
experiments representing all
areas of modern biochemistry.
Reviewers who have studied
the new text have emphasized its
readability, its well-organized
structure, and its thorough
coverage.
A member of the Hope faculty
since 1974, Dr. Boyer received
the B.A. degree from Westmar
College and the M.S. and Ph.D
degrees from Colorado State
University.
In 1983 he was
elected to the American Society
of Biological Chemists.

Dartmouth Dante Seminarsl

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Two Hope physics professors,
Dr. Ned Rouze and Dr. Paul
De Young, are the recipients of
grants from the Research Corporation of Tucson, Ariz, in support of their work.
A $22,000 Cottrell College
Science Grant will aid Dr.
Rouze's project entitled 'Exp e r i m e n t a l Investigation of
Hydrogen Atoms Produced in
Simple Atomic Collisions' for
two-year period. This is a new
field of research at Hope College
and some of the grant monies
will be directed toward equipment to build a new lab as well as
summer stipends for Rouze and
two students.
A $19,000 William and Flora
Hewlett Foundation Grant will
support Dr. DeYoung's work en-

Boyer gets go-ahead

Verduin to take part in

Woodsy Owl says
for Clean Ahr Ride a Bike

Page 5

Kathleen Verduin, associate professor of English at Hope, has
been selected to participate this
summer in the Dartmouth Dante
Institute.
The institute is an intensive
six-week seminar supported by
the National Endowment for the
Humanities, held on the campus
of Dartmouth College, Hanover,
N.H.
It provides opportunity for 30
college teachers, chosen in a nationwide competition, to study
Dante's masterpiece The Divine
Comedy in close collaboration
with major scholars in the field
of Dante studies.
.. i w i . ' . . • i»i ^ •»

Prof. Verduin studied Dante
under the internationally known
scholar-translator Mark Musa as
part of her Ph.D program at Indiana University.
She has
published articles on The Divine
Comedy and on Dante's literary
influence and image in English
and American culture. In 1983
she edited an issue of Studies in
Medievalism on 'Dante and the
Modern World'.
Prof. Verduin, a 1965 graduate
of Hope College, received her
M.A. from George Washington
University in 1969 and her Ph.D
from Indiana University in 1980.
She has been a Hope faculty
mefnber since 1978.
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Hope s ^nilosophy Department
in cooperation with the Society of
Christian Philosophers will sponsor a seminar entitled "The
T h o u g h t of . Paul* T i l l i c h :
Celebrating the Centenary of His
Birth " from June 9-11, 1986 on
the campus of the college.
The first principal lecture will
be given on Monday, June 9 from
1:30-3:00 p.m. in the Peale
Science Center, room 50. The
focus of the talk is "The Theology
of Paul Tillich: The Symbol of
'God' " which will be delivered
by guest lecturer Langdon
Gilkey.
Gilkey is a Shailer
Mathews Professor of Theology
at the University of Chicago
Divinity School. His most recent
works include Reaping the
Whirlwind, Message and
Existence, and Society and the
Sacred.
John E. Smith, Clark Professor

of Philosophy at Yale University,
will give the second address on
Tuesday, June 10 from 1:30-3:00
in basement room 50 of the Peale
Science Center. The subject of
this lecture is "Tillich, Being and
Biblical Religion." Smith has
writtenThe Spirit of American
Philosophy, Reason and God,
and Experience and God.
"The Correlation of Politics
and Culture" is the title of the
final keynote speech that will be
given by Ronald H. Stone. The
lecture will be on Wednesday,
June 11 from 9:00-10:30 a.m. in
the Peale Science Center, room
50. Stone is the author of Paul
Tillich's Radical Social Thought,
and Reinhold Niebuhr: Prophet
to Politicians.
This lecture series was made
possible through a grant from the
Franklin J . Matchette Foundation.

PREGNANT?
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Vanishing Point

"Crossroads" in Review
by E. Reka Jellema
Attending the Julliard School
of Music is a seventeen year old
classical guitar protegy, Eugene
Montana, (Ralph Macchio). The
thing, though, is that he's a blues
fanatic; he wants to be a
bluesman. His room is cluttered
with posters of bluesmaen and
the albums of such blues perf o r m e r s as S o n n y Boy
Williamston and Sonny Blake.
One his big battered gutiar he
strums out blues classics like
Robert Fulton's tune,
"CrossRoads," the title of the
film.
When Eugene reads in the
paper that a great bluesmand.
Will "Blind dog" Brown is iln the
hospital, he gets a job in
maintenance there so he can
meet the legend. Brown, (Joe
Seneca)
who carresses each
line, and laughs like he's chewing
on a mavelous apple, promises
the boy that if he gets himout of
the hospital and provides
transportation to Mississippi,
Brown will teach him a missing
song written by Robert Fulton.
Eugene, who Brown nicknames
"the Lightening boy," and
Brown "hobo" their way to
Mississippi, meeting Frances
(Jami Gertz) a runaway, along
the road.
The cinematography is toned
down to a light reminiscent of
The Natural but less golden,
remember, we're dealing with

proves engaging
the black bluesman and a
s m a r t a - Italian kid, not a
golden-boy Redford. Written by
John Fusco, the script is smooth
and hip enough without being obnoxious, the contrast between the
speeches of the 80 year old Willy
Brown and the young Eugene are
enough to keep a viewer interested. You want more acitng
from Macchion but Seneca's face
is facinating to watch.
The movie climaxes witha
blues guitar contest between
Eugene and another white
guitarist played by Frank Zappa's guitarist, Steve Vai. Director Walter Hill fails to match
Vai's energy and skill with
Machinio so the scene sags, but it
is a pleasure to listen to and
watch Vai's playing, you wonder
why he doesn't play Macchinio's
Eugene instead, he's so good.
Another delightful aspect of the
film is the music, done by Ry
Cooder with Sonny Terry and
John Juke Logan.
You fall in love with Seneca's
character who says wise things
like, "The blues ain't nothin' but
a good man feelin' bad," and who
instructs Eugene to "...take the
music past where you found it."
when they part ways. Other cast
members include Joe Morton,
Robert Judd, Dennis Lipscomb,
and John H a n d c o c k .
Photography directed by John
B
a
i
l
e
y
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No Exit is existentialism
"at its finest"
The Hope College production of
No Exit by Jean Paul Sartre is an
exceUent example of existentialism at its finest. With a
dramatic swoop of the Valet's
(Matt DeGooyer) arms, and intriguing exploration begins of
what, from Sartre's point of
view, is really meant by going to
hell. Actors B. Weller, Jane
Voortman, and Sara Boonstra
have skillfully portrayed the
emotionally and psychologically
tortured personalities of Garcin,
Inez, and Estelle, respectively.
The e m p h a s i s is on t h e
psychological, relflecting a major theme of the 'age of anxiety'
in which existentialism plays an
important role. Even if the furnishings are in poor taste, hell is
merely a room, and as the inmates soon discover, there is no
devilish imp to apply the thumbscrews and turn to spit. The torture is self serve, as Inez says
4
like a cafeteria'. The use of the
studio theater, rather that the
main theater is effective in making the audience feel a part of the
play. Rather than being a comment on death or the life after.
No Exit is a thought provoking
expression of what it means to
live, or in this case not to live, the
proper life through the eyes of
the existentialist.

by David H.Carmer
The annual senior art show is good. Wrong. I've seen m o s t all
now open in the gallery. In fact, of the shows this year, and I'd
it opened April 4. The title is say that htis is one of the best, if
Vanishing Point and I can't think not the best. The works of these
of a better one. It fits well con- seniors compare to some of the
sidering each of the featured ar- best 'professional' or 'welltists will be gone next year. It is known' artists. They have put
sad in many ways and happy in together a very interesting and
others. These students will go on exciting show.
When you walk into the
to share their talent outside of
gallery,
the first thing you'll
the Hope College environment in
whatever they do after gradua- notice are the hanging pieces by
tion. But they will be missed on Jon Hook. They catch your attention right off. The next thing
this campus.
you
see are the profiles of each
There are six artists, each
lends a different point of view in artist at the bottom of the stairs.
this most unique of shows. The These should not be missed and
sculpture, prints and paintings should be read before and a f t e r
are evidence of this (not to men- viewing the rest of the show
tion the work of Cindy Abel). The They give people an idea of just
pieces speak for themselves and what this show means to the artists involved. (I must interject
the show should not be missed.
Let me say, before I critique here that I appreciated Mr.
the show, that I'm an art minor Fischer's more than the others
graduating this year and I've for certain untold reasons.)
The show is enaging. The
spent a great deal of time in the
art department. I've gotten to pieces are entertaining and most
know most of the artists in this are a delight to the eye.
show, and my eye is a prejudiced However, I don't think that every
one. For four years I have wat- piece is up to the standard that
ched as styles changed and most of the others have set. But
developed. I know where they've the styles are so diverse that you
been and see where they are go- may think otherwise. Yet, no one
ing.
should be disappointed by the
Now the show is better than wonderful a r r a y of prints,
most people would expect. You ceramics, sculptures, photos and
think that these are not profes- paintings. The show is one that
sional artists and you say to the artists can be proud of, as
yourself that it can't be that well as the faculty that helped
guide them.

Concerto/Aria Finalists to perform
The annual concert by the College Orchestra featuring the winners of the concerto-aria competition will be held in Dimnent
Chapel on Thursday, April 24, at
8:00 p.m. Conductor for the program will be Dr. Robert
Ritsema.
Chosen as soloists for the concert are:
freshmen David
Bright, playing the first movement of the Concerto in D Major
for Piano by Haydn;
Beth
Lefever, senior singing the aria

it

J

Depuis le Jour' from Louise by
uiarpentier; freshmen Ariane
Marolewski, playing the first
movement of toe Concerto No. 2
Jti Mat Major by Weber;
sophomore Kimberly Platte,
nTx?i?f
wfia ^onna^s tu
pays from Mignon by Thomas;
8 Stone
^
' P la yp i L 5 nrst movement of the
fo 0boe in c
^
Major by
u
Mozart, and sophomore Carrie
Terpstra, playing the Romance
Op. 50 for Violin by Beethoven.

The Orchestra will conclude the
program by playing the Russian
Easter Overture by RimskyKorsakoff, one of the most
popular of this composer's
works.
The soloists were chosen at a
competition held on campus in
earl
y March. Adjudicators for
the contest were Mrs. L a u r i e
Loper, Mr. James DeBoer, and
Dr. Ritsema.
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Air Jam '86 "unique and entertaining"

by Sean Harris

I must admit that I had some
serious apprehensions about this
year's Air Jam. I went last year
and while the performers were
good, the production was a
technical flop. For example the
sound, when there was any,
sounded as if it was coming out of
my clock radio. Despite last
year's disappointment, there
was a good turn out last Friday
night at the Civic Center. The
show began hilariously with Mad
Matt's "Cop'n a Buzz," and after
a few minutes of blowing on the
mikes to get them warmed up,
comedian Andy Andrews took
control of the stage and audience
responded with resounding applause. The mikes did not seem
to be warmed up completely
however, as Andrews' nasal

voice became somewnat garbled
by a high-pitched hiss echoing
outof theP.A. system.
It's no wonder that Andrews is
one of the top comedians on the
college circuit. His repertoire
ranged from hilarious interpretations of parents and their
often nonsensical demands and
accusations to gay cops. All this
was delivered through the guise
of your favorite clown at a party.
Laughing at his jokes before he
delivered them, Andrews dragged everybody else right along
with him. He played a more than
significant part in the success of
the Air Jam, by warming up the
audience before the show, filling
the spaces between acts with
loads of laughs, and a grand
finale involving his" Fruit of the

Looms" that made me laugh so
hard it brought tears to my eyes.
Before the Andrew's-instllled
laughter had a chance to die
down, the Civic Center was quite
amply and clearly filled with the
romping, stomping guitar of
INXS' "What You Need" as
Bedrock took to the stage. Between B r a d B r y k e r ' s hopstrutting on stage while looking
like a cross between Wham's
George Michaels and David Lee
Roth with Twisted Sister's makeup, and Pete Follett's beer canned sax solo. Bedrock made for a
great opening to a show that was
getting better by the minute.
After a smooth and hilarious
t r a n s i t i o n by A n d r e w s ,
Purgatory did some serious head
.banging with Dio's "Rock and

Roll Children" complete with
greasy hair and leather, not to
mention a bit of legitimate drumming. T-Heads were next, as the
exact epitome of the Talking
Heads and the best personal performance of the show with Joel
Tanis' faultless David Byrne.
The Tuberous Vegetables followed giving Andrews some serious
c o m p e t i t i o n in the l a u g h
category with "I Love Onions."
Tickled Pink covered the body
language department quite completely dressed in pink and blln
the same act, Jerry Nyanor took
at least an honorable mention in
personal performance with his
break-fused-boogie-shuffle that
mere words cannot describe.
Third Dimension performed to
..Fifth D i m e n s i o n ' s
"Aquarius"and "Let the Sun-

shine In." S Squared finished the
show with
well-synchronized
dance maneuvers to Whitney
Houston's "How Will I Know."
This year's Air Jam covered
every aspect and taste in music
mockery and imitation. Each
and every act was unique and
entertaining. The performances
were judged by WKLQ's D.J.'s
for the sake of awarding the first
place performance one hundred
dollars. The result were Tickled
Pink first, Tuberous Vegetables
second and the T-Heads third,
but it really didn't seem possible
to choose an outstanding winner.
The success of the show in terms
of both organization and performance was all for the better
and hopefully Air J a m '86 will influence the quality of Air in the
future.

Air Jam rocked the Holland Civic Center last Friday night. Andy Andrews,
funnyman emceed the show, and w a s tickled
pink by a sexy lady in lace, (photos by John Armstrong)

Backstaae with eomedian Andy Andrews
by Beth Lindquist
Anyone who attended the Air
Jam Concert last Friday night
got treated to a top rate comedy
show as well the the usual
musical entertainment. Comedian Andy Andrews pulled out all
the stops as the funny and
unpedicatable emcee of the annual event.
With a delightful Southern
drawl from "L.A.," Lower
Alabama, he told stories, made
puns, and observed humorous
truths of daily life.
His
remarkably good impressions
ranged from Gordon Lightfoot to

Ronald Reagan,
overall, he
came across as easy going and
down to earth, which is often
unusual to find in a well known
entertainer. He provided a sense
of unity to the concert and enjoyed working with those incolvcd
"SAC did an excellent job in
putting this all together. It's nice
to work with somebody who
knows what they are doing."
Back stage, Andy Andrews
was as personable and good
humored as he was onstage.
With a grin, he held up a sweatshirt with HOPE emblazoned

across the front. "It's part of my
contract-I get two shirts from
each college I do."
This was not the first time Andy had been to Hope. He recorded a live album five years ago in
the Pine Grove. At that point, he
was just into his second year of
comedy.
He has not made
another album since then, being
kept busy doing concerts and
touring with Joan Rivers,
Alabama, and other groups.
He spends a great deal of time
on the road; he has not yet been
home since Christmas and
willnot return there until May.

His rapid rise to success as a
comedian has found him working
on the natinal network as well as
cruise ships and college concerts.
His love for comedy and the
time he has put into it is evident.
Last year, the National Association of Campus Activities, with
1,000 member colleges, voted
him College Entertainer of the
Year.
Andy's natural good humor
lets him appreciate a good joke,
from either end. Remembering
the first time he worked with
Joan Rivers, he said, "We were
eating between shows. Joan's
husband came up to me and said,
'Opening Acts don't eat.' Five
seconds later he said 'just kidding,' but he scared me to death-I

thought he was serious."
Andy served as his own inspiration. In college he did a
radio show and just let loose,
drawing from many different
comedians and developing
hisown style. Today, perhaps the
key to his act is his ability to
establish a comfortable relationship with the audience. "I'm
very conversational, I just have
a good time with the audience."
His humor is notalby clean, by
design. "That's kind of my tradmark. I figure if I can make 'em
laugh without the dirt, I will. If
you don't offend anybody, it certainly better than offending even
one person." Judging by the audience response Friday night,
Andy's got a successful approach
to comedy.

\
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No R e j e c t for Food Service and Mointenonee Crews

There is a group of people who
work here at Hope College that
By BenHanneman
hardly anyone notices. They are
always on hand nonetheless, and As another year draws to a Hope College is no different.
VerBeek shows a bit of laziness
it's about time that something is close, so too does my career as a
Instead of criticizing the food and irresponsibility in his part in
i
said in appreciation for the ter- W e s t e r n F o o d S e r v i c e service for giving out smaller not wanting to get up for
rific job they do.
Employee.
— p o r t i o n s ,
criticize the students breakfast at 8a.m. Breakfast is
I am talking about the main- It has been a real experience for not taking smaller portions, supposed to be served early,
tainance crew and the cleaning working behind the line serving it's not going to kill anyone to That 1$ why it is called breakfast
ladies.
so many hundreds of students. In come up for seconds. That way, and not lunch.
Most of them get up hours retrospect, however, there are nothing wiU be wasted.
I don't know Mr. VerBeek's Dr. James B. Heisler, chairperbefore we students get up. They several things that need to be
Mr. VerBeek is very correct in current employment situation, son of the economics and
do a great job maintaining the said.
saying that we are forced to buy but I feel safe in assuming that business administration departcampus* beauty and cleaning up
First of all, the criticizm of the into the food service, but is sometime in the future he have a ment at Hope, recently parafter the slobs that seem to in- food service has gotten out of wrong in saying that there is no job requiring him to get up early, ticipated in a symposium on
vade our campus somewhere in hand. In the March issue of the competition.
What's the difference between 'Computer Assisted Techniques
and Human Worth', at Michigan
the middle of the night.
Inklings, Todd VerBeek spoke
There isn't any on campus, then and now?
Nobody knows who made the out against the food service.
but there are restaurants to
I see no difference except that Technological University.
As one of four speakers, he
big mess in many of the dorms.
In response to his article, I'd which the students can and often he would be geting paid.
presented
a paper entitled
Apparently a guy named "I don't like to say that he is correct-to do go. However, from exThe complaints have also got
know" is resposible for keeping an extent. He is correct in saying perience, the wait at these to stop. For that the students are 'Technological Change and the
that crew in business. Yet they that we have no choice in paying restaurants is sometimes twice to blame. Unfortunately, it is a Distribution of Income', and paras long as that at Westeern.
minority of students that is the ticipated in a panel discussion.
never point any fingers. They the set price.
Other participants included
However, I would like to quesit's the lack of patience and the source of the consternation,
just come in, clean up the mess,
Dr.
Richard H. HaU, professor of
lack of courtesy on the part of the However, it is happening enough
and then leave. It's a thankless tion his limited perspective.
Have you ever worked for the students that also causes the pro- so that it seems like more are to sociology and public affairs and
job, but they do it anyway.
blame. I wish that every one policy, the State University of
And when do they complain? food service, Mr. VerBeek? Ob- blem.
It's true that there are excep- would get the chance to work New York in Albany; and Dr.
When was the last time you viously, you haven't. If you had.
Fredrick Kelley and Dr. William
heard any one of them say, "Why you wouldn't have any reason to tions to the rule, but the impolite behind the line. It would open a R. Shapton, professors of
eves and close a lot of
do we have to do this crummy say that the service is "ho-hum", students a l w a y s s e e m to lot of eyes
mechanical engineering at
mouths.
job?" or "These kids are such or that "those who are serving outweigh the polite ones. It is
-Michigan Tech.
slobs."
generaUy do the job at whatever about time something is said to
It's true. We are slobs. Pigs are speed suits them."
them.
Finally, in all due repect, Mr.
Working behind the line is like
neater than we are. We all have
the capacity to be the neatest working in an oven. The servers
creatures on this planet, but we are doing the best that they can.
get lazy. Before we know it dirty There is no relief from the heat,
clothes begin to stand up by nor from the harassment from
themselves in the corner, the unsatasfied students.
In the food service, we call the
carpet begins to look like a junk
yard, and in some dorms you students "guests", but the way
need a survival kit just to get some of them act I would never
think about having them as
down the hall.
Although the cleaning people guests in my house.
Several times angry students
can be annoying, like the times
when I try to sleep in on have glared at me, or have yelled
weekdays and the vacuum at me for just following orders.
cleaner comes sweeping down When we are told by the bosses to
the hall, it's really not so bad. I give out limited portions, it's for
should be awake anyway, a reason. I see no reason for
because early to bed and early to them to gripe at us when we are
rise makes a man, or woman, just following instructions.
If anyone has any comments,
healthy, wealthy, and wise.
So, my hat goes off to the clean- complaints, or suggestions don't
ing crew of Hope College. What gripe at the workers. We cannot
do anything about it. Instead,
would we do withoiut you?
I know. We'd probably in- write them on the comment
nundate ourselves with so much cards. They have been made
garbage that we would put available to you just for that purpose.
ourselves out of existence.
Second, it is up to the student
If you see a member of this ilbody
to monitor their own food
lustrius crew, tell them you apconsumption.
We live in a society
preciate the work they are doing.
To coin a phrase, thanks to them, which takes food service, and a
lot of other things for granted.
this campus looks marvelous.

Business
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before
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wait!

head
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you may be able to sell some books
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60%

50%

25%

Of Purchase
Price On
Hardcovers
Used For
Fall 1986

Of Purchase
Price On
Paper Backs
Used For
Fall 1986

Approximate
Price Paid
For Current
Editions Not
Used In Fall

Sound off against notee pollution.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

Buy-back starts Friday, April 25 and runs
through May 30. There is no buy-back in
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September during the start of classes.
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JOE JACKSON: BIG WORLD
Joe Jackson is an artist, like did not do much when released in
D e c l a n M a c M a n u s ( E l v i s '81, has remained one of his most
Costello), who could have achiev- consistent sellers since then. In
ed a similar degree of success if western Michigan it was almost
he had been born forty years impossible to get for months in
earlier or forty years later. He is 84 when Tony "Tone the Fun
not merely a musician who has a Guy" Gates at LAV-FM began
'hot' sound and has become using it as the music for his midpopular because he happened day radio show. "Night and
along at the right time. Jackson Day", his next release, put
is, rather, a man who has been Jackson into a league of his own.
blessed with a great talent. One Its a combination of fine piano
has only to look back at the many a r r a n g e m e n t s and socialdiverse musical styles he has ex- political commentary made it his
plored during his career to see most successful album yet. His
this. He has had four top 25 hits in project for 1983 was a soundtrack
the U.S. since 1975, but those for the film "Mike's Murder".
songs don't begin to tell the real Unfortunately, though, the film's
story of what he has been up to.
producers experienced every imDuring the six years form 1979- aginable problem finishing it
1984, Joe released seven albums. and by the time of release they
The first two, "Look Sharp" and had even removed Joe's music.
"I'm the Man", were very suc- Although it includes some decent
cessful. They were straight- songs (mostly the instrumenforward, rock albums filled with tals), it is probably his weakest
well-written songs played with outing. Album number six,
wit and with an edge that earned "Body and Soul", was another
him a comparison to both look back, this time to '50s jazz.
Costello and Graham Parker. The album was recorded using
His next album, ''Beat Crazy", period techniques and even vinwas probably his least accessible tage microphones. Even though
(at least to pop audiences). The it did not do extreemly well salesliner notes call the project "a wise, it is a wonderful album and
desperate attempt to make some is my favorite out of the seven.
sense of Rock and Roll." In it he "Body and Soul" was called by
and his band brought in brass many "the best jazz album ever
and sax and thrashed around by a rock performer."
with a great deal of vim and After listening to "Big World",
vigor but all through sound as if it almost seems as if those six
they knew it was "doomed to years were spent rehearsing
failure" (also from liner notes). specifically for this project. I
After this project, the Joe hesitate to say it, but this album
Jackson Band broke up and Joe sounds like the culmination of a
himself went off and recorded career. If Jackson decided to
"Jumpin' Jive", a fabulous col- retire right now, he could do so
lection of jazz and swing era and be very proud of himself.
classics such as "Tuxedo Junc- This album is so nearly perfect
tion" and "Five Guys Named that anything previous pales in
Moe". This album, although it comparison.

by Mirfc 8. De Young
This week some very good new
stuff, one from a familiar artist
and three from bands you may
not know but should.
As you may or may not realize,
there are normally two ways to
record an album, in the controlled environment of a studio or on
a stage in front of an unpredictable, noisy audience. In the
studio, producers use multiple
tracks and over-dubbing and
then finally mix everything down
to the final product. Live, you
usually get inferior sound and
plenty of noise. For this album,
Joe chose neither of the two. It
was recorded directly to two
tracks in front of a live audience.
The audience was asked to remain quiet and to hold applause
until the songs were entirely
finished. The tapes made at the
show were taken untouched to
the studio and the albums were
pressed directly from them.
Therefore, what you hear on your
stereo is exactly what those people heard live.
This album may well go down
into history as one of the finest
musical works of all time.
P r i n c e and the Revolution; Parade (Songs from the
film "Under the Cherry Moon")
This man is easily one of the
most talented musicians of our
time. He began his career in his
late teens by bursting onto the
scene as the master of erotic
funk and became the leader of a

U S Deparlmen! of Health & Human Services

TEST
YOUR
KNOWLEDGE
Q: How many of the people who died of lung
cancer last year were smokers?
A. 25%
B. 40%
C. 60%
D. 80%
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i f c TEST OF YOUR LIFE.
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whole new movement in Black
music. He almost singlehandedly made Minneapolios into the
Motown of the '80's. He was
responsible for getting started
such artists as the Time (which
has now become The Family
with Moris Day going solo).
Vanity 6 (now Apolonia 6 with
Vanity gone solo), Andre
Cymone (his school chum and
bandmate from the start), Dez
Dekerson (his 1999 era Samund
guitarist), as well as the dozens
of copycat groups like Flint's
Ready for the World.
Prince became a movie star in
1984 in the smash "Purple Rain"
then turned the music industry
on its collective ear by releasing
"Around the World in a Day".
This album was called a "Sgt.
Pepper" of the W s with its
psychedlic production and wild
guitarists. With this album
Prince moved beyond funk and
became a full-fledged rock star.
AOR stations across the country
played the album calling him the
new Jimi Hendryx (which is a
load of crap, he's not a new
anybody, he's himself. Prince.)
Now it's 1986 and the man is not
slowing down a bit. This new
album contains songs from his
new film "Under the Cherry
Moon", which he stars in and is
also now directing (the original
director left due to 'differences of
opinion'). As with "Purple
Rain", the album is not a true
soundtrack album in the sense
that it contains only songs from
the film and not selections from
the Instrumental score or theme
music. The film itself as far as
we know at this point (Prince is
being rather secretive about
details) is about a piano player
named Christopher (played by

Prince) and is shot in black and
white. From the album, it appears that the film will not be
quite as performance-oriented as
the last was. The film apparently
takes place in France and the
music marks a move to yet
another new territory. It contains a few songs like the single
"Kiss" (which you are probably
tired of already), but it also has
some wonderful music that is
reminiscent of the classic songs
of the40's.
The lyric of "Kiss"says, "you
don't have to be rich to be my
girl" and you don't have to be a
Prince fan to dig this one. All you
have to be is someone who has
broad tastes and can appreciate
music that is well-written and extremely well-performed.
If this guy doesn't just decide
to retire at the age of 30 to his
purple house in Minnesota, we
should be able to look forward to
some fantastic music for many
years to come, only limited by
the bounds of his imagination.
And if the past is any indication
of the future, he has only just
begun.
This new album may have a
bunch of new songs that are a little different than the old ones,
but they are close enough. Like I
said, I'm not totally sure why I
like it, but I think that it's less
what's in the music and more
what the music does for me. It
brings back memories, And the
way I see it, that's good enough.

Don't forget tune in Sunday at
5pm on WTHS to hear selections
from these albums and lots of
other hot new stuff. It's LISTEN
UP! The Radio Program on 89.9
FM.

Well-known children's author
to be at Young Authors
Conference

Trinka Hakes Noble, a well
known childrens' books author
and illustrator, will be the
featured speaker at the 13th annual Young Authors' Conference
to be held at Hope on Thursday,
April 24.
Sponsored by the College
education department, the conference will involve approximately 520 children from
private, public and parochial
schools in western Michigan.
Each elementary student who
attends the conference has been
selected on the basis of the
creative writing he-she has done.
During the morning conference
all children will participate in
four activities: a sharing time
during which they will read their
own stories or poetry to a group
of their peers, view puppetry and
music presentations and attend a
large group session with Mrs.
Noble.
Mrs. Noble, a popular speaker
at nationwide Young Author
celebrations, has written and illustrated Apple Tree Christmas,
Hansy's Mermaid, and The
Kiiig's Tea. She is also the
author of The Day Jimmy's Boat
Ate the Wash and Jimmy's Boa
Bounces Back, both illustrated
rH

00

I^

by Steven Kellogg. Now residing
in New Jersey, Mrs. Noble grew
up on a farm in rural southern
Michigan, where many of her
childhood experience inspired
her stories and art.
June Stoppels, with her trunks
of puppets, will entertain the
children and invite some of them
to participate in her presentation.
William Vits, Principal Percussionist with the Grand Rapids.

Symphony Orchestra will perform various musical styles and
demonstrate exotic instruments
from around the world. Vits currently has a music video. Top
Up' which is a childrens' jump
rope song airing on HBO's 'Video
Jukebox', Nichelodeon's 'Nick
Rocks', and PBS stations nationwide. In addition a group of Hope
drama students will entertain the
children as they arrive in the
morning.

FINANCIAL AID FORMS
For 1986-87 are available in
the Financial A id Office,
De Witt Center,
Hope College
„ Deadline to file is
May 1, 1986

April 23, 1986
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